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OpenTable, which went public , provides real-time online reservations for restaurants and has provided service
for more than million restaurant goers 8. This has become a noticeable pattern with Jack in the Box and should
be creating some concern for its investors. How about a Shack-sponsored music series? Comparative Financial
Analysis In order to understand the overall health of a company like Chipotle, it is important to complete a
financial analysis for the company as well as its competitors and the industry. I was thinking about what it
could do for the park. In keeping with these principles, Shake Shack has worked with its bun supplier to omit
genetically modified organisms and has removed corn syrup from its burger sauce and custard. Bucking
named his home Pinehurst on land near the Hudson, a title that survives as Pinehurst Avenue. Operating
margins are an important factor in comparing how efficient a company has become in generating revenue. The
tower, designed by MVRDV , will be a story multi-use tower with office space, retail and a room hotel, and is
the first major mixed-use development to be built in Washington Heights in nearly five decades. They include:
common restaurant insurance, general liability insurance, commercial property insurance, commercial crime
insurance, business interruption, liquor liability, liquor bond, and workers compensation. To hedge against
this, Chipotle must work to develop partnerships by prioritizing and seeking out suppliers who can provide the
most valuable ingredients such as natural chicken, beef and pork. Role of Complements The role of
complements, such as carbonated soft drinks, clearly helps Chipotle and other restaurant and bar
establishments, as they add to the value of the food and complete the experience for the buyers. General
George Washington and troops from his Continental Army camped on the high ground, calling it Fort
Washington, to monitor the advancing Regulars. It has already been a long day. Shake Shack founder Danny
Meyer sports a burger-eating grin, thanks to the growth and popularity of his fast-casual restaurants. In New
York, with high real estate prices, an abundance of new and established competition and the temptation to go
for the glitz, you need to do your homework to ensure you have enough money to get through the opening and
sustain you while you develop a clientele. Implications Competition in the industry will only intensify as
companies compete to draw more foot traffic and increase same store sales. If there are any missteps in terms
of the decisions Chipotle makes with this new endeavor i. It is of great importance that Chipotle maintains
access to high-quality, natural ingredients if it decides to expand into new markets. In the s, the Heights were
severely affected by the crack cocaine epidemic , as was the rest of New York City. A recent study suggests
that some people are cutting back on eating out regularly and are opting to eat out only on special occasions.
Exhibit F ROE shows the amount of profit a company generates with the equity invested by shareholders, also
known as return on equity ROE. After mismanagement, insufficient funding is the second most common
reason small businesses fail, according to New York Business Solutions. Qdoba has a similar menu and
promotes a similar brand message as Chipotle. The remaining  I want to do business with companies that
make me feel good to be doing business with them. The remaining three competitors were all below the
industry average of  These circumstances lead to the threat of substitutes being extremely high. Give away free
stuff. Meyer is also the guy who dreamed up the concept back in the early s, when neither he nor anyone else
imagined that a little concession stand in the park would ever be more than a fun, one-off novelty. Relying
simply on the Chipotle brand name for success will not be sufficient, as many customers have come to expect
a certain standard of dining experience from the corporation. This will cause profitability pressure as many
restaurants in the restaurant and bar industry will either have to lower prices or increase quality at the same
price level to compete for business. Family members and angel investors may be willing to help you get
started.


